
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of advisory specialist. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for advisory specialist

Responsible for creating and updating firm policies & advisory compliance
procedures
Act as a service matter expert on several departmental functions
Provide support and guidance to the advisory compliance department, Sales
& Supervision, Regional Management, and advisory compliance officers
Serve as a subject matter expert to Portfolio Managers, Financial Advisors,
and others in the field to educate them on general inquiries about the
platform
Assist in addressing immediate operational issues regarding the platform with
the field
Assist with mapping Financial Advisor recruits into appropriate products
Handle account-level exception requests from the field
Assist the Advisory SMPs in providing marketing support for Advisory market
offerings and/or industries, leading a variety of activities
Work with SMPs, PPDs (serving as subject matter experts (SMEs)), and
potentially external vendors, to draft outlines and content for thought
leadership (whitepapers, reports, surveys, podcasts, webcasts, ), practice
perspectives, sales collateral, external newsletters, , coordinating reviews and
approvals by SMEs, Risk (QRM) and other reviewers, and creating entries in
the Eminence/Marketing Registry
Coordinate with Communications and Knowledge Management for internal
awareness development of various marketing efforts
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PC skills including MS Office products and ability to learn other computer
software applications
College degree or 3 years prior clerical/administrative experience in a wealth
management support function
Identifies customer’s key decision-makers and networks to gain an
understanding of their unique perspectives
Native or near native level of Dutch/Flemish extensive cultural awareness of
the Benelux market
Series 7 and 66 or combination of Series 63 and Series 65
Knowledge of advisory and investment concepts, practices and procedures


